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This collection includes eight movements chosen and arranged for piano solo by Tchaikovsky

himself in 1891, adapted from his orchestral ballet. To assist pianists in creating a memorable

performance, editorial notes are offered by Dr. Hinson and the story of The Nutcracker is provided

as an introduction.
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Perfect for a beginning piano student who loves the Nutcracker Suite, coloring books , and is

excited to play the piano ! Even has a nice story synopsis in the beginning.

Perfect book for little Nutcracker-loving piano students!

Needs a little creasing to stay open flat, but great tiny study score.

The score is fine. It came in good condition. The picture on the front is kind of disturbing, though.

Haven't seen any typos. The edition looks clean.

Can't remember if the size of this was given in the info. but don't buy it if you want to use it as sheet

music, it's tiny! Nice cover, but useless if you want to use it at the piano and way over priced. I



returned it.

I purchased this score years ago before Dover published the full ballet score, and though I wished I

had the full ballet at the time, this sufficed as a convenient set of selections from the ballet that form

the Suite. Please, do realize that this is the SUITE and not the full ballet. It does say it in the title, but

I've read a few reviews from people upset by the fact that it wasn't the full ballet. The title says

"Suite" so please realize this before purchasing this product.

I was slightly disappointed when I received this score. While the contents of the book are

exceptional - as is always the case with Dover - and the binding of the book is unusually strong -

sewn, not glued - I found it disturbingly thin. Much to my dismay, I discovered that this book did not

contain every piece I had expected. Perhaps I am unfamiliar with the exact contents of the

"Nutcracker Suite," but all the pieces on my Nutcracker CD were NOT in this score.99.9% of the

time, Dover produces the best score available to the average consumer. This is the .1%. While it

might be the best score on the market today, I found that it was not what I had wanted. Don't get me

wrong - everything in the book is fantastic - I had just expected more.

I thought that this book was moving. It was not the conventinal moving but a more enlightening one.

The depth and the detail that the auther goes in to are so rare to find that it is in deed a tribute to a

classic. I have loved the Nutcracker sence I was a baby and this book brought it in to a whole new

light. It was simply wonderful.
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